MHiE Diagnostic Health Exchange

Whether in a life-threatening emergency or routine treatment, delivering the best possible care begins with having access to the most up-to-date patient information and clinical data. Through a suite of innovative solutions, Memorial Hermann Information Exchange (MHiE) puts the latest health data at the fingertips of authorized Exchange Members.

The Latest Diagnostic Test Orders and Results in One Place in Real Time

MHiE Diagnostic Health Exchange (dHX) offers electronic order-entry and result reporting functionality that is critical to providing a more comprehensive picture of your patient’s health. As an Exchange Member, you can access your laboratory and radiology results, and request radiology orders, radiology images and transcription documents. MHiE dHX directly integrates with select Electronic Medical Records (EMR) systems, making Memorial Hermann diagnostic test results immediately available to Exchange Members. This helps you streamline practice workflow and expedite the delivery of patient care.

How It Works

MHiE Diagnostic Health Exchange is a secure, electronic network that functions as a router between select EMR systems and Memorial Hermann, facilitating electronic order-entry and real-time result retrieval.

In the absence of an EMR system, Exchange Members can access diagnostic test results, transcription documents and radiology images anytime, anywhere via an online web portal. This allows Exchange Members to view, print and save a variety of transcription report types including:

- Discharge Summaries
- ER Notes
- History & Physicals
- Consult Notes

Become an Exchange Member today.

To learn more, visit memorialhermann.org/MHiE or call 713.704.DOCS (3627).